
MASTER THESIS DEFENSE FORMAT

Writing a thesis is stressful but preparing an oral defense can be even But while being almost similar in format or
structure, it's worth to note However, not all students taking a master's degree are required to make a thesis.

Item  It should cover the following: An overall description of the data that you collected during your research
The results of the analysis that you have done on that data What were the most significant findings from your
data 6 â€” Discussion Highlight here the meaning of the findings in relation to your discipline program and the
research that you have done: What are the major findings and what do they mean with regard to your research
How do these findings relate to what others have found in the past How can you explain any unusual or
surprising result 7 â€” Conclusions You have to end your presentation with a conclusion summarizing all that
you have found within your research. Europe: The distinction between the two papers is almost opposite to
that of the USA. You should know that research is a continuous study. Both of these papers are extensive.
Thesis and Dissertation Distinguished A thesis or dissertation is usually required to complete a particular
graduate degree. Scope: The range of activities included in the thesis Methodology: A system of methods
Theories: Set of principles to explain an idea Project Goals: The desired outcome of the master thesis Results:
The actual outcome of activities Findings: What project suggests, reveals and indicate Conclusions:
Summarizing the presentation with the decision Recommendations: Critical suggestions to select the best
course of action in a certain situation Future Research: Lastly, the systematic study of probable future events
The Master Thesis PowerPoint Template presents the bullet list layouts through brilliant clipart and shapes.
These are the logical flow starting from the introduction to the feasibility of a proposed idea. This is to prepare
themselves for a more extensive dissertation requirement as doctorate students. Following are the slides topics
of master thesis PowerPoint template: Acknowledgment: Show the gratitude Overview: Give a quick idea of
the proposed topic. Why is this question important to answer? You need to: Restate your research questions
Show how your results answer these questions Show what contribution you have made State any limitations to
the work you have done Suggest future research. What were the objectives of your research? But overall, you
need to go into this defense thinking that your presentation will be successful, otherwise you are already
setting yourself up for failure with the wrong mindset. It helps the students to grow out of their shell from their
respective discipline and give them the opportunity to present all their findings of their study. That being said,
you have to study each part of your thesis, every detail, and even your sources. This can be considered as one
of the most crucial research documents which a student makes during their academic schooling. Further, the
result slides contain data-driven charts, helping the presenter to explain the accuracy through numeric
calculations. Moreover, the master thesis PowerPoint is an informative template to explain the dissertation in
phases. With regards to structure, both papers are very similar with few differences. Differences Between
Thesis and Dissertation One of the significant differences of the two is to whom the paper is assigned.


